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Abstract

The paper presents the hybrid model of gene
expression profiles reducing based on com-
plex use of fuzzy inference system and clus-
tering quality criteria. The average of ab-
solute values, the variance and Shannon en-
tropy of the gene expression profiles were
used as the input parameters of fuzzy in-
ference system. The quality of gene expres-
sion profiles was used as output parameter of
the model. The boundary value of the out-
put parameter of the model was determined
based on the minimum value of the cluster-
ing quality criteria which takes into account
both the character of the objects distribu-
tion within clusters relative to the mass cen-
ters of the clusters, where these objects are,
and the character of the clusters mass cen-
ters distribution in the feature space. Practi-
cal implementation of the proposed model al-
lows us to divide the gene expression profiles
into informative and non-informative objec-
tively for purpose of the further investigation
of the character of genes interconnection in
the studied object.

Keywords: Gene expression profiles, Re-
ducing, Fuzzy inference system, Clustering
quality criteria, Shannon entropy, Statistical
criteria.

1 Introduction

Gene expression profiles processing in order to study
the character of genes interconnection in the studied
objects is one of the current direction of modern bioin-
formatics. A solution of this problem promotes to cre-
ate new effective antibiotics for treatment of complex
diseases [12, 6]. Moreover, qualitative reconstructed
gene regulatory network based on gene expression pro-

files will allow us to develop modern methods of diag-
nostic and treatment of complex diseases at genetic
level. DNA-microarray technology [13, 16] and RNA-
sequencing method [15, 17] are used to form the matrix
of gene expression profiles nowadays. In any case we
have as the result a high dimensional matrix, where
number of rows is the number of the studied genes
and number of columns is the number of the stud-
ied objects or conditions of the experiment perform-
ing. In paper [3] authors presented the results of the
research concerning development of the information
technology of gene expression profiles processing for
purpose of gene regulatory networks reconstruction.
The gene expression profiles reducing in terms of the
statistical criteria and Shannon entropy is one of the
stages of this technology implementation. The authors
proposed to use the fuzzy inference system to divide
the gene expression profiles into informative and non-
informative in terms of the used criteria. The detail
describe of this process implementation is presented in
[1]. However, it should be noted that in these papers
the authors do not justify the choice of the used cri-
teria boundary values which are used for division of
the gene expression profiles into informative and non-
informative ones. The solution of this problem can be
achieved with the use of modern methods of the data
processing [18, 19, 14].

In this paper we propose the hybrid model of gene ex-
pression profiles reducing based on the complex use of
both the fuzzy inference system and cluster analysis.
Three groups of patients which were investigated on
different types of Alzheimer disease were used during
the simulation process. Detail description of the data
is presented in the section ”Materials and Methods”.
These data were divided into three clusters a priori.
The simulation process involved the following stages:
fistly, estimation of the gene expression profiles qual-
ity with the use of the statistical criteria and Shannon
entropy as input parameters of the fuzzy inference sys-
tem was performed. Then, the gene expression profiles
were divided into informative and non-informative in
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dependence on the quality criterion value. Finally, the
clustering quality criterion was calculated for informa-
tive gene expression profiles. The optimal boundary
values of the used criteria were determined based on
the minimum value of the clustering quality criterion.
The paper is organized as the following way: Section
2 presents the description of the investigated data and
the hybrid model of the gene expression profiles reduc-
ing. This model is presented as the structural block
chart of the algorithm of step-by-step process of the
data processing implementation. This section contains
also the clustering quality criterion which was used to
determine the boundary values of the fuzzy inference
system parameters. The results of the simulation con-
cerning the investigated gene expression profiles reduc-
ing within the framework of the proposed model are
presented in the section 3. This section contains also
the discussion of the obtained results. The conclusions
are presented in the section 4.

2 Materials and Methods

DNA microarrays data from database KEGG [7, 9, 8]
were used as the experimental ones during the simula-
tion process. This data contains 38 of DNA microar-
rays of patients which were investigated on Alzheimer
disease [10, 11]. The DNA microarrays contain the
information concerning genes expression of brain sam-
ples from three Alzheimer’s Disease Centers. The first
data contained 9 samples from entorhinal cortex (EC)
of brain. The second data contained 10 samples from
hippocampus (HIP) of brain. The third data con-
tained 19 samples from primary visual cortex (VCX) of
brain. Each of the samples contained 54675 of genes.
So, the initial matrix of genes expression contained 38
of rows (samples) and 54675 of columns (genes). Gene
expression profile in this case is presented as a vector
of genes expression which are determined for different
samples. The character of the genes expression values
distribution in the investigated samples is presented
in the figure 1. The analysis of the figure 1 allows us
to conclude that the gene expression profiles can be
divided into three distinguish clusters in dependence
on type of the disease.
Three criteria were used for division of the gene ex-
pression profiles into informative and non-informative:
variance, average of absolute values and Shannon en-
tropy. The main idea for this process implementation
is the following: if variance and average of the absolute
values are less and Shannon entropy is larger than the
appropriate boundary values, then this profile can be
removed from the studied data as non-informative. In
this case the gene expression values for various samples
do not allow us to recognize the investigated samples.
The Shannon entropy criterion was calculated based
on James-Stein shrinkage estimator [5]. This method

Figure 1: Boxplots of the investigated samples

is based on the complex use of two different models: a
high-dimensional model with low bias and high vari-
ance, and a low-dimensional model with larger bias
but smaller variance. The character of these criteria
distribution in the studied gene expression profiles is
presented in figure 2 and table 1.

Figure 2: Boxplots of the statistical and Shannon en-
tropy criteria distribution

Crit Min Quart 1 Med Quart 3 Max
Abs 2.3 3.2 3.99 5.41 14.1
Var 0.01 0.2 0.39 0.64 18.8
Entr 1.22 2.61 2.67 2.7 2.71

Table 1: Statistical analysis of the used criteria distri-
bution

Estimation of the gene expression profiles quality in
terms of the used criteria was performed based on
the fuzzy inference system with the use of Mamdani
inference algorithm. The membership functions for
both the input and output (quality of gene expres-
sion profiles) variables are presented in figure 3. As
it can be seen, three linguistic terms for input vari-
ables (Low, Medium and High) and five for output
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Figure 3: Membership functions of the fuzzy inference
system

parameter (Very low, Low, Medium, High, Very high)
were used within the framework of the proposed fuzzy
inference system for purpose of the fuzzy rules for-
mation. The range of the input variables change was
divided into fifty equal sections during the simulation
process. Implementation of the simulation process in-
volves step-by-step increasing both the variance and
average of the genes expression from minimum to max-
imum values and decreasing the Shannon entropy from
maximum to minimum value. The value of the out-
put parameter (quality) was estimated for each of the
investigated gene expression profiles with the use of
the fuzzy inference system. Conditions for division of
the gene expression profiles into informative and non-
informative are the following [1]:

var ≤ varlim; abs ≤ abslim; entr ≥ entrlim; (1)

If conditions (1) are true, the gene expression profile is
removed from the database as non-informative. Oth-
erwise, this profile is identified as informative and it is
used for the following processing.
The next stage of the simulation process implementa-
tion involved division of the investigated objects which
include only informative gene expression profiles into
three clusters in accordance with the type of the data.
The calculation of the clustering quality criterion was
performed at this stage. The correlation distance was
used as the metric to estimate the proximity level of
the investigated vectors:

d(A,B) = 1−
∑m

i=1(xai − x̄a)(xbi − x̄b)√∑m
i=1(xai − x̄a)2 ×

√∑m
i=1(xbi − x̄b)2

(2)
where m is the number of the informative genes; A and
B are the studied objects; xai and xbi are the expres-
sions of the i-th gene for A and B objects respectively,

x̄ is the average value of genes expression of the ap-
propriate vector.
The clustering quality criterion takes into account
both the character of the objects distribution within
the clusters and the character of the clusters mass cen-
ters distribution in the features space. The first com-
ponent of this criterion is calculated as the average
distance from the objects to the mass centers of the
clusters where these objects are allocated:

QCW =
1

N

K∑
s=1

Ns∑
i=1

d(xs
i , Cs) (3)

where N is the number of the investigated objects; K
is the number of the clusters; Ns is the number of the
objects within the cluster S; Cs is the mass center of
the cluster S; xs

i is i-th object in the cluster S.
The second component of the clustering quality crite-
rion is calculated as the average distance between the
clusters mass centers:

QCB =
2

K(K − 1)

K−1∑
i=1

K∑
j=i+1

d(Ci, Cj) (4)

In [2] the authors proposed the complex internal clus-
tering quality criterion which was calculated as mul-
tiplicative combination of both Calinski-Harabasz cri-
terion [4] and WB-index [20]:

QC =
K(K − 1)QCW 2

(N −K)QCB2
→ min (5)

This criterion was used during the simulation process.
The structure block-chart of the algorithm for the in-
vestigated data processing within the framework of the
proposed model is presented in figure 4. Its implemen-
tation involves the following steps:

1. Formation of the vectors of the fuzzy inference
system input parameters: variance (var), average
of gene expression profiles absolute values (abs)
and Shannon entropy (entr). Setup of both the
ranges and steps (dvar, dabs, dentr) of these pa-
rameters change.

2. Setup of the fuzzy inference system. Formation of
the basic term set of the membership function for
both the input and output variables and the set
of fuzzy rules agreed between input and output
parameters.

3. Initialization of the fuzzy inference system ini-
tial parameters: var1 = varmin; abs1 = absmin;
entr1 = entrmax. Setup of the counter initial
value of the fuzzy inference process implementa-
tion: m = 1.
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Figure 4: Structural block-chart of the algorithm for
gene expression profiles reducing

4. Implementation of the fuzzy inference process for
current values of the input parameters. Determi-
nation of the output parameter values (quality of
gene expression profiles).

5. Division of the gene expression profiles into infor-
mative and non-informative taking into account
the input parameters boundary values at appro-
priate stage of this process implementation ac-
cording to the condition (1).

6. Formation of the clusters. Clustering quality cri-
terion calculation with the use of the formulas (2)-
(5).

7. If the counter value of fuzzy inference process im-
plementation is less than maximum value, increas-
ing of the boundary values of the input parame-
ters and go to the step 4 of this procedure. Oth-
erwise, results analysis and determination of the
optimal boundary values of the input parameters
which correspond to the minimum value of the
clustering quality criterion.

8. Reducing of the gene expression profiles with the
use of the optimal boundary values of the vari-
ance, Shannon entropy and average of the gene
expression profiles absolute values.

3 Results and Discussion

Figure 5 presents the results of the fuzzy inference sys-
tem simulation within the framework of the proposed
model. As was described hereinbefore, the ranges of
the input parameters were divided into fifty equal sec-
tions. The variance and the average of absolute values
of the gene expression profiles were changed from min-
imum to maximum values (Fig. 5a,b) and the value of
Shannon entropy was changed from maximum to min-
imum ones (Fig. 5c) during the simulation process.
The value of the output parameter (quality of the gene
expression profiles) was calculated at the each step of
this process implementation (Fig. 5d). The charts of

Figure 5: Results of the fuzzy inference system simu-
lation

both the clustering quality criterion and the number
of the informative gene expression profiles versus the
step of the fuzzy inference process implementation are
presented in figure 6. The analysis of the charts allows
us to conclude that the number of the informative gene
expression profiles is decreased monotonically during
the change of the fuzzy inference system input param-
eters boundary values. At the same time, the cluster-
ing quality criterion value is changed chaotically. As
it can be seen from Fig. 6a, the value of this crite-
rion has three local minima during the simulation pro-
cess. It means that the used gene expression profiles
in these cases allow us to distinguish the investigated
objects better in comparison with other cases. The
number of the informative gene expression profiles in
these cases are the following: 615 at 31-st step; 222 at
35-th step; 35 at 42-nd step. The quality of the gene
expression profiles which were determined using fuzzy
inference system belong to the range from medium to
high values in the first and in the second cases. In
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Figure 6: Charts of both the clustering quality crite-
rion (a) and the number of the informative gene ex-
pression profiles (b) vs the step of the fuzzy inference
process implementation

the third case (step = 42) the quality of the gene ex-
pression profiles was identified as very high one. This
fact indicates the highest level of the genes expression
profiles informativity in terms of separating ability of
the investigated objects. The boundary values of the
fuzzy inference system input parameters are the fol-
lowing: var = 11.52, abs = 9.55, entr = 1.8 in the
first case (step = 31); var = 13.05, abs = 10.31, entr
= 1.679 in the second case (step = 35); var = 15.74,
abs = 12.2, entr = 1.467 in the third case (step =
42). The choice of the boundary values of the used
parameters is determined by the aims of the current
task. In the case of the further reconstruction of genes
regulatory network the third case is the optimal one
since the number of the allocated genes allows us to
reconstruct the genes network qualitative for purpose
of the following investigation of the character of genes
interconnection taking into account the status of the
object. In the case of the step-by-step gene expression
profiles clustering and biclustering for purpose of genes
regulatory networks reconstruction [3] the first or the
second cases are the optimal ones since the number
of the allocated gene expression profiles allows us to
implement the gene expression profiles clustering and
biclustering for both the reconstruction of genes regu-
latory networks and simulation of the genes networks
obtained models.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we have proposed the hybrid model of
gene expression profiles reducing based on the com-
plex use of fuzzy inference system and clustering qual-
ity criterion. This model is presented as the algorithm
of step-by-step data processing. The variance, the av-
erage of absolute values and Shannon entropy of gene
expression profiles have been used as the boundary
criteria for division of the gene expression profiles into
informative and non-informative ones. Three groups
of gene expression profiles of the patients which were
investigated on Alzheimer disease have been used dur-
ing the simulation process. The first data contained 9
samples from entorhinal cortex of brain. The second
data contained 10 samples from hippocampus of brain.
The third data contained 19 samples from primary vi-
sual cortex of brain. Each of the samples contained
54675 of genes.
The simulation process was performed in the following
way. Firstly, the vectors of both the statistical criteria
and Shannon entropy for the investigated gene expres-
sion profiles have been formed. The ranges of these
criteria changes were divided into fifty equal sections
and these values have been used for setup of the fuzzy
inference system parameters. Then, the values of vari-
ance and average of absolute values of the gene expres-
sion profiles were changed monotonically from mini-
mum to maximum and Shannon entropy from max-
imum to minimum values within the range of these
parameters variation. The values of both the quality
of gene expression profiles and the clustering quality
criterion have been calculated at the each step of this
process implementation. The optimal boundary values
of the used criteria (var, abs, entr) were determined
based on local minima of the clustering quality crite-
rion. The results of the simulation have been shown
that the best values of the used parameters in terms
of the minimum value of the clustering quality crite-
rion are the following: var = 15.74, abs = 12.2, entr
= 1.467. In this case 35 of gene expression profiles
were allocated. These genes can be used for both re-
construction of genes regulatory networks and simu-
lation of the obtained models. However, it should be
noted that the solution concerning determination of
the parameters boundary values which correspond to
the clustering quality criterion minimum values should
be done taking into account the aims of the current
task.
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